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Abstract: This study focuses on the problem of multitarget tracking. To address the existing problems of current
tracking algorithms, as manifested by the time consumption of subgroup separation and the uneven group size of
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) for target tracking, a multitarget tracking control algorithm under local information
selection interaction is proposed. First, on the basis of location, number, and perceived target information of
neighboring UAVs, a temporary leader selection strategy is designed to realize the local follow-up movement of UAVs
when the UAVs cannot fully perceive the target. Second, in combination with the basic rules of cluster movement
and target information perception factors, distributed control equations are designed to achieve a rapid gathering
of UAVs and consistent tracking of multiple targets. Lastly, the simulation experiments are conducted in two- and
three-dimensional spaces. Under a certain number of UAVs, clustering speed of the proposed algorithm is less than
3 s, and the equal probability of the UAV subgroup size after group separation is over 78%.
Key words: multitarget tracking; time-consuming grouping; local information selection interaction; temporary leader
selection strategy; subgroup size

1

Introduction

In recent years, the collaborative control of multiple
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) systems has become a
research hotspot in the field of computers[1]. The idea
of cooperative control mainly comes from the collective
behavior of organisms. This phenomenon is common
in nature (e.g., migratory bird migration, ant foraging,
and fish movement)[2]. With the development of
keynolds[3] and Vicsek[4] models, research on cooperative
control has penetrated many fields, including target
tracking, military operations, task assignment, and
rescue search. In the field of target tracking, related
research mainly focuses on formation control and
gathering behavior[5]. Olafir-Saber[6] came up with a
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theoretical framework of multiagent control algorithm
design and analysis. Shang and Bouffanais[7] investigated
the influence of the number of topologically interacting
neighbors on group dynamics. Lou et al.[8] proposed
a new distributed consensus estimation algorithm to
solve the cluster tracking problem. The abovementioned
studies are based on single-target tracking. However,
the situation usually encountered in practice is a
multitarget problem. Therefore, further research on
the UAV-coordinated multitarget tracking problem has
theoretical and practical value. At present, research on
the problem of multitarget tracking remains immature,
and the proposed cooperative control algorithm cannot
solve the problem of an adaptive grouping of UAV
systems[9, 10]. Luo et al.[11] designed a target selection
strategy that considers factors, such as the distance
and communication between the target and the UAV,
and accomplished the task of quickly selecting the
appropriate target. Pei et al.[12] improved the efficiency of
1 task execution through the dynamic division of multiple
tasks and then target selection. Zhang et al.[13] set up
an adaptive control algorithm based on all known target
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information to achieve the dynamic target tracking and
uniform distribution of agents. Chen et al.[14] designed
different forms of motion equations by considering the
influence of UAV quality and distance factors. The
above studies all achieved information transmission by
centralizing control. In practice, the communication,
perception, and calculation capabilities of individuals
in UAV systems are limited, and they can only rely on
the rest of the individual information within the local
communication range to adjust their own behavior. In
Refs. [15, 16], the distributed algorithm is mainly from
the perspective of the force between the UAV, and it
improves the potential energy function. Liu et al.[17]
proposed a speedy coordination mechanism based on
the definition of information coupling degree. Yang et
al.[18] proposed a self-organizing control algorithm by
considering the aggregation and dispersion behavior in
the biota. This study focuses on grouping efficiency
and subgroup size after grouping, and develops a
multitarget tracking control algorithm under local
information selection interaction (A-LISI). First, given
the limited communication range of UAVs, a temporary
leader selection strategy is designed on the basis of
local information interaction to follow the neighbors
selectively within the target or the communication
range and thus achieve local movement. Second, in
combination with the basic rules of the traditional
cooperative control algorithm, multiple targets are
consistently tracked. Lastly, through a simulation
experiment, this study proves that the algorithm can
simultaneously complete the task of tracking multiple
targets. Thus, the clustering time of the proposed
algorithm is less than that of other algorithms, and
the probability of the subgroup size being equal after
clustering is more than 78%.
The rest of this study is organized as follows:
Section 2 introduces multi-UAV system and target
motion models, as well as the problems of traditional
cooperative control algorithms when applied to
multitarget tracking. Section 3 develops a temporary
leader selection strategy that is based on local
information interaction and A-LISI. Section 4 presents
the simulation results obtained from 2D and 3D spaces.
Lastly, Section 5 provides some concluding remarks.

2

Problem statement

2.1

Multi-UAV system and target motion models

Consider UAVs and targets moving in an n-dimensional
Euclidean space. The motion of each UAV is described
by two dynamic equations as follows:
(
qP i D pi I
i D 1; 2; : : : ; N
(1)
pPi D ui ;
where qi and pi are the position and velocity vectors
of UAV i , respectively; and ui is the (acceleration)
control input acting on UAV. The UAV i model holds
the following assumptions:
(1) All UAVs have the same dynamic equation and the
same status.
(2) Each UAV has a limited communication capability
and it can only communicate with UAVs within its
neighborhood region. Neighbors of UAV i are denoted
as
˚
Ni .t / D j Wk qi .t/ qj .t/ k6 R
(2)
where j D 1; 2; : : : ; N; j ¤ i; k  k is the Euclidean
norm, and R is the sensor communication radius.
Information interactions among UAVs can be
represented by dynamic network. The UAV i is a node
of the network, A D Œaij  2 Rn is a weighted adjacency
matrix.
(
1; j 2 Ni .t/ I
aij D
(3)
0; j … Ni .t/
The dynamic model of target k is governed by
(
qP k D pk I
k D 1; 2; : : : ; N t;
pPk D uk ;

(4)

where qk , pk 2 RN t are the position and velocity
vectors of target k, respectively; and uk 2 Rn is
the (acceleration) control input acting on target k. N t
represents the number of targets.
In nature, biological clusters usually scatter and flee
when encountering danger during movement[19]. Inspired
by this behavior, this study designs a target motion
model. In Fig. 1, the target has certain sensing and
communication ranges.
When a UAV approaches the target, the target takes
the following actions based on the number of UAVs in
the sensing range, location, and status information of
the other remaining targets in the communication range.
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such as attraction to a target or repulsion to a predator’s
threat; and gi is a mark amount.
In some existing literature, different motion models
are established for the coordinated motion of UAVs.
These models generally follow three principles: collision
avoidance, consistent speed, and aggregation, also
known as the three principles of SCA[3].
uii n D ugi C uvi

(9)

ugi

Fig. 1

where
is the gradient term, with the characteristics
of long-distance attraction and short-distance repulsion;
velocity coordination term uvi is to regulate the alignment
of individuals.
8 g
P
.qj qi /;
ˆ
< ui D rqi E.q/ D
j 2Ni .t /
(10)
P
ˆ
aij .pj pi /
: uvi D

Target escape model.

j 2Ni .t /

The study sets the target escape model as follows:
N
X
uk D m1  ak;j 
exp. pk pj /C
j D1

m2  ak;t 
(
ak;j D
(
ak;t D

Nt
X
.pk
jjpk
t D1

pt /
p t jj

1; pk

pj 6 dk I

0; pk

pj > dk

1; pk

p t 6 dk I

0; pk

p t > dk

(5)

(6)

(7)

where m1 ; m2 2 R denotes gain factors, and dk
represents the perceptual range of the target. Equation (6)
indicates a mark whether the target k can perceive the
tracking UAV. Equation (7) can calculate whether the
target k can perceive the target t.
2.2

Problems with traditional cooperative control
algorithms

The cooperative movement of multi-UAVs has a
universal feature, that is a group of simple intelligent
agents for coordinated and orderly movements
through interaction between neighbors and external
environmental stimuli[19].
out
ui D uin
i C gi ui

(8)

where uin
i represents the internal interaction forces
between the UAV i and its neighbors; uout
indicates
i
that the UAV i is affected by the external environment,

where ./ indicates the artificial potential energy
function.
However, the above algorithm has some problems:
(1) As only part of UAVs can perceive target
information, effective cooperative control cannot be
carried out and consistent tracking of multiple targets
cannot be achieved.
(2) Given that the above algorithm is similar to
the artificial potential field method, a local minimum
problem and the phenomenon of the critical region
oscillation occur through the attraction and repulsion
between UAVs.
The goal of this study is to design a distributed
tracking control algorithm to solve the multitarget
consistent tracking problem in a local information
interaction environment. In cases where some UAVs
have the targets’ information, the UAV grouping
movement is achieved, and the split subgroups maintain
a highly ordered formation state.

3

A-LISI

In this section, a distributed control algorithm for the
tracking behavior of multi-UAV systems is proposed
by introducing a leader selection strategy based on
local information interaction. Under the function of this
algorithm, the task of tracking multitarget consistency
can be completed.
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3.1

Temporary leader selection strategy

In nature, biological flocking is sensitive to changes
in the surrounding environment, and it responds to
stimuli; however, their attention is only focused on key
information[20, 21]. The leader selection strategy is set up
through the following parts:
(1) If the UAV i can directly perceive the target
information, then the target with the closest perceived
distance becomes the temporary leader and follows its
movement.
fi D min.dist.i;k/ /; k 2 N t

(11)

(2) If the UAV i cannot directly perceive the target
information, then it selectively determines the follower
object according to the neighbor status information
through interaction with the local information.
The state information of each UAV i is represented
by a tuple, and then the tuple of UAV is expressed as
follows:
hi D hqi ; pi ; ik ; ik i
(12)
where ik 2 RN t is the perception factor, when UAV i
can perceive the status information of target k, ik D 1I
otherwise, ik D 0. ik 2 RN t represents the count
factor, which is used to calculate the number of UAVs
that perceive the same target k.
As shown in Fig. 2, at a certain moment, UAV i
perceives the status information of neighbor UAV m,
UAV l, and UAV j . At this time, UAV m is inclined
to follow the nearest individual in the neighborhood. In

addition, in the process of multitarget tracking, while
the number of drones tracking other targets is too large,
the UAVs that track each target and update ik in each
UAV tuple in real time must be considered to prevent
the number of UAVs tracking a certain target from being
small. The calculation process is shown in Algorithm 1.
In view of the situation wherein the UAV cannot
directly perceive the target information, the selection
rules for temporary leaders are set as follows:
Definition 1. The nearest neighbor UAV with target
information has a greater effect.
1
Dfi D
; j 2 Ni ; and j D 1
(13)
min.dist.i;j / /
where dist.i;j / represents the distance between two
UAVs, indicating that among the neighbors of the
UAV i with target information, the nearest neighbor
is more likely to become the temporary leader. Dfi is the
influence factor generated by the distance factor.
Definition 2. The smallest neighbor of ik has a
greater effect on the UAV.
1
; j 2 Ni ; and jk ¤ 0
(14)
Sfi D
min.dist.i;j / /
where Sfi is the influence factor generated by the number
of UAVs with the target information.
On the basis of above factors, the temporary leader of
UAV i is selected. Equation (15) is used to calculate Cfj
and then sort them. The UAV with the largest Cfj value
is selected as the temporary leader through Eq. (16).
Cfj D Dfj Sfj
fi D

find.max.Cfj //

(15)
(16)

where fi indicates the temporary leader of UAV i and
find./ means the search function.
Algorithm 1
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

Fig. 2

Diagram of local information interaction

11:

Calculation process of  ki

Initialize ik D 0
if ik D 0; then
Send hi to j
Receive hj from j , j 2 Ni
else
if ik D 0 then
ik D ik C 1
else
ik D min.jk / C 1
end if
end if
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3.2

Multitarget tracking control algorithm

The multitarget tracking control process based on local
information interaction is shown as follows:
(1) Fast gathering and velocity consistent matching of
the UAV sensing the same target;
(2) UAVs that perceive different targets separate faster;
(3) According to the temporary leader strategy, the
UAV that does not perceive the target eventually
follows the temporary leader with target information
spontaneously after continuous information exchange.
On the basis of the temporary leader fi determined in
the previous section, by integrating the state information
of UAV i into the cooperative control framework Eq. (6),
the distributed control equation for multitarget tracking
is designed as follows:
ui D uri C .1

"i /.uci C uvi / C "i uout
i

(17)

The control input ui is composed of three parts.
(1) uri is a separation term used to prevent collision
between individuals.
(2) uci and uvi are position aggregation and speed
matching terms, respectively. To meet the requirements
of dynamic control in Eq. (1), the UAV is required to
gather at the same speed. The specific form is as follows:
X
X .qj qi /
.pi pj /
uci C uvi D kc
kr
jjqj qi jj
j 2Ni .t /

j 2Ni .t /

(18)
(3)
D `Œ.qi
/ C .pi
/ is the group
fission motion control term, which combines the position
and speed feedback of the temporary leader, and selforganizes to adjust the movement tendency of the UAV,
so that the swarm tracking different targets split quickly;
and qfi and pfi are the position and velocity vectors of
the temporary leader of the UAV i . kr ; kc ; ` > 0 are the
gain coefficients for exclusion, aggregation, and fission
motion control, "i is the factor of fission motion control,
which is the inducement
( that causes the flock to split.
1; fi D ∅I
"i D
(19)
0; fi ¤ ∅
The control algorithm proposed in this study has the
following characteristics:
(1) Considering the effective communication range
of the UAV (i.e., each UAV can only obtain the status
information of its neighbors) and the absence of global
communication, the algorithm complexity is small.
uout
i

qfi

pfi
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(2) The proposed algorithm is a distributed algorithm
based on individual motion rules. Compared with
centralized algorithms, the proposed algorithm has
stronger robustness and less computation.
(3) The strategy set for selecting temporary leaders in
this study fully considers the number of UAVs and the
distance between them and the target, so that each target
can be tracked by a certain number of UAVs and has a
high tracking efficiency.
3.3

A-LISI algorithm flow

The basic idea of the A-LISI algorithm proposed in
this study (Algorithm 2) is mainly divided into two
parts: when multiple targets exist in the environment,
the temporary leader is selected through the information
interaction between the drones. The machine coordinated
control algorithm to achieve multitarget tracking.

4

Experimental result

To demonstrate the effectiveness of A-LISI in 3D spaces,
several simulations are constructed in MATLAB 2016B,
where the software is configured with Intel 2.6 GHz
dual-core CPU, 8 GB RAM.
In the simulation process, the initial position of the
UAV is randomly distributed, the initial velocity is
randomly generated, and the simulation time step is
Algorithm 2 A-LISI
1: Initialize qi ; pi ; qk ; pk ; i 2 N; K 2 N t
2: Update Ni
3: if UAV i only detect target k then
4:
qfi
qk
5: else
6:
if UAV i detect multiple targets then
7:
Calculate distance from UAV i to target

8:
qfi
min dist.i;k/
9:
else
Calculate interim leader based on neighborhood
10:
information
˝
˛
11:
hi D qi ; pi ; ik ; ik
1
12:
Dfj D min dist
. .i;j / /
13:
Sfj D 1 k 
min j

14:
15:
16:
17:

Cfj D Dfj  Sfj

 
qfi D find max Cfj
end if
end if
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1 s. In each iteration, the state of the UAV is updated
synchronously.
To evaluate the performance of the A-LISI in terms of
multitarget tracking behavior, some metrics are defined
as follows:
(1) Polarization index ( )
represents the velocity consistency of all UAVs in
the flock[19].
N
1 X vi
D
(20)
N
jjvi jj
i D1

where N is the number of UAVs in the flock, and vi is
the velocity vector of UAV i. The value of is between
Œ0; 1. If the speeds of all the individuals in the flock are
aligned, then  1; otherwise,  0.
(2) Time consumption (T )
T is the time for the flock to split completely and form
two subgroups from when the UAV perceives the target.
T D Tend

Tstart

(21)

where Tend represents the end time of the split and Tstart
represents the start time of the split.
(3) Split index (Pfitss )
Pfitss is the ratio of the number of the smallest
subgroups to the number of the largest subgroups

Fig. 3

after the split, and it is used to measure the number
distribution of the subgroups.
S1
Pfitss D
(22)
S2
where S1 represents the number of the smallest
subgroups, and S2 represents the number of the largest
i
h 1
;1 ;
subgroups. In Eq. (22), the value is between
N 1
the larger the value, the smaller the size of the two
subgroups after splitting. If Pfitss D 1, then the two
subgroups have the same number of UAVs.
The specific parameters of the A-LISI in the
simulation process are shown in Table1.
4.1

A-LISI experiment

Figure 3 shows the trajectory of the flocking system in
the target tracking process. Specifically, Fig. 3a shows
the initial position of UAVs and targets; the UAVs are
randomly distributed in a specific area, and the two
targets are distributed on the moving path of the UAV.
Figure 3b shows the process of the UAV flock when it
Table 1

A-LISI simulation parameters.

Parameter

N

Nt

R

m1

m2

kr

kc

l

Value

18

2

8.4

0.5

0.5

0.3

0.2

0.5

Target tracking process.
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forms a highly ordered formation and moves toward the
target. This process follows three basic principles in
Eq. (7): separation, cohesion, and velocity alignment.
Figure 3c shows that the UAV begins to perceive the
target. Under the action of Eq. (17), the flock begins to
split into two subgroups to track two targets separately.
At the same time, once the target perceives the UAV,
an escape behavior occurs, and tries to escape from the
tracking under the action of Eq. (5). Figure 3d illustrates
the final state of UAVs and tartgets. The UAV group is
divided into two subgroups and independently tracks its
corresponding target in an orderly state.
Figure 4 demonstrates the variation of individual
velocity during the tracking process of the UAV in the
X; Y; and Z axes. Before a certain moment t D 5 s, the
flock is in the process of flocking, and the velocity of
all the UAVs tends to the same value from a random
value. When the UAV perceives the target, the individual
velocity within the flock rapidly differentiates (see the
change when t D 5 s in Fig. 4). At the same time,
the group splits into two subgroups, and each subgroup
moves toward its own target, and the velocity tends to the
target velocity. This occurrence shows that the A-LISI
reacts quickly to the target. As long as a small number
of UAVs in the group perceive the target, the entire
group can accurately make the next action. The accurate
and rapid response ability of the A-LISI is mainly due
to the temporary leader selection strategy designed in
Section 2.1, which reduces the response time of the UAV.
Once a UAV responds, the rest of the flock UAVs without
target information also quickly takes actions.
Figure 5 shows the time consumed by UAV grouping.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4

UAV speed variation.

(c)

Fig. 5
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Time consumption of clustering.

As the number of UAVs increases, the time increases
correspondingly, but it remains in a stable state,
indicating that the A-LISI is relatively stable in
multitarget tracking. Moreover, the consumption time is
kept below 3 s with high efficiency.
The abovementioned is the stimulation effect of the
A-LISI proposed in this study in a three-dimensional
space. When the UAV perceives the target, it responds
quickly to complete the task of multitarget consistent
tracking effectively, and the UAV with the same target
tends to have the same speed. The above simulation
proves the feasibility and effectiveness of the A-LISI in
solving multitarget tracking problems in 3D space.
4.2

Comparison and verification of different
algorithms

The following simulates the proposed A-LISI with
the attention following algorithm (IAP) proposed in
Ref. [17] and the locally adaptive multiobjective control
algorithm (LAA) described in Ref. [22] in a twodimensional space. Under the same initial conditions,
through Eq. (20), the polarization index changes curve
is shown in Fig. 6.
In accordance with the definition of grouping behavior,
the time consumption of grouping is used as the
evaluation index for experimental comparison. This
study selects different numbers of UAVs to perform 100
simulation experiments in the same environment and
calculates the average value for comparison. Specific
data are shown in Table 2.
Table 2 shows that the clustering efficiency of the
A-LISI is higher than that of the IAP and the LAA.
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Fig. 6
Table 2
N

Polarization index comparison.
Time comparison of cluster tracking.
Time (s)
A-LISI

IAP

LAA

20

1.75

2.78

2.92

40

1.79

2.84

3.04

50

1.82

2.98

3.18

60

1.86

3.11

3.26

70

1.89

3.27

3.44

The clustering time of the three algorithms continues
to increase as the number of individual drones increases,
but the A-LISI is relatively stable, and the growth rate
is lower than the other two algorithms. This advantage
of the A-LISI is mainly due to the temporary leader
selection strategy of local information interaction. The
number of UAVs tracking each target is used as one
of the indicators for selecting the leader, and whether
the UAVs and their neighbors have different movement
modes is designed for the target information, as shown
in Eq. (17). If an individual perceives the target, then
its neighbors can quickly perceive the target information
of the UAV through information interaction, and the

Fig. 7

flock quickly transmits this local information and then
achieves consistent tracking of all targets.
This study selects the same number of UAVs for
100 simulation experiments to calculate the grouping
index Pfitss . Figure 7 uses the frequency distribution
histogram to count the distribution of the number of
UAVs in the subgroups of the three algorithms after the
group movement. Figure 7 shows that after the A-LISI
is grouped, grouping index values are mostly distributed
above 0.8. Compared with the IAP and LAA, the number
of UAVs in each subgroup after the A-LISI is split into
subgroups becomes more stable.
This section demonstrates the effectiveness of the ALISI in solving the multitarget tracking problem through
simulation experiments in three-dimensional space, and
compares experiments with existing algorithms in a twodimensional space, thereby proving that the A-LISI
algorithm gathers in UAVs. In the process of group
movement, the efficiency is higher, the speed is faster,
and each target is effectively ensured to have a balanced
number of UAVs to track.

5

Conclusion and futher work

Based on the phenomenon in which biological clusters
can selectively extract information when they are
stimulated by the external environment, this study
designs a temporary leader selection strategy based on
local target information, thus providing a new idea for
solving the problem of multitarget tracking. Through the
design of the UAV motion control equation, the UAVs
of the same target can be gathered quickly, and the
UAVs of different targets can split rapidly. Analysis
of the simulation experiments shows that the A-LISI can
maintain roughly equal clusters in solving the multitarget

Contrast graph of the interval of the clustering.
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tracking problem, and ensure that the speed of each
subgroup is consistent. Thus, the A-LISI performs better
performance than traditional algorithms. The next step
will focus on the study of multitarget tracking in complex
environments.
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